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Details of Visit:

Author: PoshPrat
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Mon 26 Nov 2012 21:00
Duration of Visit: 1 hour
Amount Paid: 150
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Gina Brown
Website: http://www.gina-brown.co.uk
Phone: 07857152220

The Premises:

The venue was Gina's own flat, which was immaculate, and like a mini version of a film star's place.
It was very easy to find, even easier than would be indicated by looking at the map!
I did make the mistake of parking inside the gated compound, and had to move when I told Gina
where I had parked. But there was plenty of parking outside the compound and a key coded side
gate gave access to the building.

Security and discretion are assured and Gina is careful to vet her clients.

The Lady:

Gina is absolutely stunning - I love that old escort's trick of hiding behind the door, so they are only
revealed when the door closes. In Gina's case my jaw hit the floor when I saw how gorgeous she
was. Truly statuesque with the most incredible figure topped off with a gorgeous and very firm
cleavage. She has the most wonderful dark soulful eyes.

As is so often the case in my experience photos do no justice to the 3D surround sense version of
Gina. She is utterly stunning, gorgeous.

Gina was the consummate hostess, taking enormous care to ensure that I was well looked after.
She offered me Orange Juice, Diet Coke or Wine. I opted out of habit for Diet Coke.

To say that I got the GFE I was expecting would be like saying did I enjoy a film when expecting to
see a black and white silent film, and then getting a full HD Colour 3D experience.

I will never ever talk about services when referring to someone as gorgeous as Gina. To demean
her by quoting a shopping list would be to devalue her qualities to an unacceptable degree.

She just gives herself totally to delivering consummate pleasure of the highest degree.

The Story:
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Gina firstly led me to the Living Room, where a truly massive television occupied most of the
opposite wall. She asked me what I liked to do while gently stroking my inner thigh sensually. She
told me that she is quite rightly not into pain, and I reassured her that was not my bag either. She
told me that she was very sensitive, which I mentally noted for later.

Having dealt with the vulgar part of visit, Gina led me to the bedroom where she proceeded to
undress me. From that point I think I should leave further description to your lurid imaginations to
work out. Suffice it to say that Gina exceeded my expectations tenfold. My legendary prowess with
my tongue received the usual applause, which Gina assured me was quite genuine.

If you have any doubt about seeing Gina, provided you are clean, respectful and just want to have a
thoroughly fantastic experience then Gina is definitely the one to see. Quite outstanding, and a
wonderful easygoing conversationalist once you get to know her.
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